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1. Introduction 
Let X be a transient Markov process taking values in an interval E c [w, and 
admitting a local time at each point. Suppose further that the points of E communic- 
ate, that is, for all x and y in E, P,(T, < co) > 0, where T, = inf{t > 0: X, = y}. Let L” 
be the total accumulated local time at x. Then (LX)xcE is a Markov process if, and only 
if, X has continuous paths and fixed birth and death points. The sufficiency of the 
above condition is the famous Ray-Knight theorem (see Ray, 1963; Knight, 1963; 
Walsh, 1978; Eisenbaum, 1994; Sheppard, 1985). The necessity was established in 
Eisenbaum, and Kaspi 1993. 
Our initial question was: Does this condition remain necessary and sufficient in 
higher dimension? More precisely, consider a transient Markov process X taking 
values in IWd. In most interesting cases, this process does not reach points and thus the 
local time at a point is undefined. Nevertheless, for every measure p that does not 
charge semipolar sets, and satisfy some finiteness conditions, there is a corresponding, 
continuous additive functional (L f t a ,, with characteristic (Revuz) measure ,u. Thus, ) 
the field of continuous additive functionals {L”: p as above} is indexed by measures. 
We may say that L has the Markov property if and only if, for any open, relatively 
compact set A c [Wd, {L”; p supported by A} is conditionally independent of CL’: 
p supported by A”} given {L? p supported by aA> (where A is the closure of A, A” is its 
complement and 8.4 is its boundary). Trying to understand this “Markov property of 
local time”, we asked whether the above conditions on X are still necessary and 
sufficient for the Markov property of (L“). 
Our motivation for such an investigation stems from the Isomorphism Theorem of 
Dynkin (1984). In the symmetric case, this theorem provides a relation between (L”) 
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and {@} - the associated centered Gaussian field with covariance that is equal to 
the potential density of X (see Dynkin, 1984 for a precise definition of 4). This relation 
has been used by several authors to transfer properties of 4 to L and conversely. 
For example, Marcus and Rosen could transfer continuity properties from $ to L 
and prove the equivalence of the continuity of C$ and the continuity of L. For d = 1, 
Eisenbaum (1994) and Sheppard (1985) have transferred the Markov property from 
4 to L. In view of those results, one could imagine that there is a certain equivalence 
between the properties of 4 and the properties of L. In our case, we already knew, 
thanks to a result of Atkinson (1983) that for d 2 1, q5 is Markovian if and only if 
X has continuous paths. 
We started by studying the example of the Brownian motion on the unit circle 
S’, born at (1,0) and killed when the local time at ( - 1,0) exceeds an independent 
exponentially distributed time. We have shown in Eisenbaum and Kaspi (1995) 
that the local time process is not Markovian. For an extensive study of the local 
time of this process, we refer the reader to Pitman (1995). The difference between 
this and the Brownian motion on [w is that between any two points, a, b on S’, 
there are two connecting routes (clockwise and counterlockwise) as opposed 
to one route in the linear case. This seems to destroy the Markov property of 
(LX)xsS” 
With this example in mind, we have asked ourselves: What is it that makes the local 
time process Markovian? We have, thus far, restricted our attention to Markov 
processes that take values on connected planar graphs, such as for example, the Walsh 
diffusion with a finite number of rays (see Barlow et al., 1989). We assume that all 
points on the graph are regular for themselves, so that the local time at points is well 
defined. In this particular case, we will say that the local time process is Markovian if 
it satisfies the following definition. 
Definition 1.1. A field {Z”; x E E} where E c [Wd, has the Markov property provided 
for every open, relatively compact set A, contained in [Wd {Z”; XE AnE} and 
{Zx; x E A”nE} are conditionally independent given {Z”; x E 8AnE). 
Here is the main result of this paper. 
Theorem 1.2. Let X = (Q, F, Z, X,, gt, P,) be a transient right process taking values 
on a connected planar graph G contained in Rd, such that: 
(i) all points of G are regular for themselves, 
(ii) points communicate, 
(iii) for every edge [a, b] of G, and x, y in [a, b], 
*PYT, d T,,,,,.l > 0, 
where *P* is the excursion law from the point x, and for a set A, TA = inf{ t > 0; X, E A}. 
Let v be a probability measure on G, {L;; XE G, t 2 0} the family of local times 
associated with X, and [ its death time. Then {L;; x E G} is a Markov process under P,, zf 
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and only if the following three conditions hold: 
(a) X has continuous trajectories, 
(b) G is a tree, 
(c) X has a fixed birth place and death place (death may occur at the “limit” of an 
in$nite path). 
Remark 1.3. The graphs that we are considering may have a countable number of 
vertices, each may have a finite or an infinite degree. For planar graphs edges may 
intersect only at vertices. We allow edges to be infinitely long, but do not allow 
accumulation points of vertices. Thus, when we say that the graph is connected we 
mean that for every two points there is a path which passes through a finite number of 
vertices from one point to the other. 
Sections 2 and 3 are devoted to the necessity. By restricting our attention to a single 
edge, we shall deduce the continuity. Definition 1.1 of the Markov property, when 
restricted to a single edge, is different from the usual one and may cause the process to 
identify the endpoints of the edge, and cut the edge at a single interior point, so that 
the process will get from one side of the cutoff point to another, through the identified 
endpoints. This means that our process does not recognize the original structure of the 
graph. To avoid this unpleasantness, we have added assumption (iii). This situation 
will be fully clarified in Section 2. The fixed birth and death points are treated in 
Section 3. In Section 4, we prove the sufficiency. The proof here relies heavily on the 
linear Ray-Knight theorem. 
Our notation follows that of Blumenthal and Getoor (1984) and Sharpe (1988). We 
use the graph theory terminology. A graph is a collection of vertices, connected by 
edges. The numerous figures that we use reflect our preference of a picture over 
a thousand words. 
2. Proof of necessity: Continuity of paths and the tree property 
Let X satisfy the assumptions of Theorem 1.2 and suppose that under a measure P,, 
{Lf: x E G} is a Markov process. 
To prove both continuity and the tree property, we shall reduce the problem to 
a four-point problem. We shall consider the following two situations: 
(i) All four points are on the same edge. Call the points 1,2,3,4 and assume that 2 is 
between 1 and 3 and 3 is between 2 and 4. The Markov property for this case implies 
(Hl) Gives (L:, L:), J!$ and L: are independent. 
(H2) Given (Lt, L:), Lf and L: are independent. 
(ii) There points are on the some edge; call them 1,2,3 and a fourth point 4, is on 
another edge. Assume that 2 is between 1 and 3. By taking an open set that intersects 
only the first edge, the Markov property for this case implies in particular (Hl). 
Consider the restriction of X to the four points {1,2,3,4}, that is, let 
L, = L,! + L: + L: + L:, z, = inf{s > 0: L, > t> and let Xt = X,. The process (2,) is 
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Fig. 1 Fig. 2 
a pure jump process living on { 1,2,3,4) and for every i E { 1,2,3,4}, the total time that 
X spends at i is equal to Lt. A priori, all connections depicted in Fig. 1 between the 
four points are possible for 2. By putting an arrow between two points, we mean that 
X may go from one to another without passing through any of the remaining points. 
We shall use the following terminology in the sequel: 
l We say that a double connection between points exists (or is open) if it is possible to 
get from one to the other and back without passing through any of the other points. 
l We say that the double connection is broken (or closed or absent), when there is no 
direct path without visiting other points between the two points in either direction. 
2.1. Continuity 
The proof of continuity will split into the following steps: 
Step 1: We shall show that if the diagonal arrows between 1 and 3 and 2 and 4 are 
absent (in Fig. l), then a complete loop around 1,2,3,4 (in either direction) is not 
possible. Since, by our assumptions, all four points communicate, this means that one 
of the double connections is broken and the other three are open. 
Step 2: We shall prove here that in situation (i) both double diagonals are necessar- 
ily absent. 
Step 3: We shall show that the restriction of X to any edge is continuous, and then 
that the process X has continuous sample paths. 
Notation. We call hi the probability that X is born at i, and ri the probability that 
upon leaving the state i, 8 moves to its death point. Set p = (pr, . . ,pJ and 
r=(rr, . . . , r4). The probabilities to move between points at the jump times of X are 
depicted in Fig. 2. 
Step I 
Proposition 2.1. Assume (Hl). If the two double diagonals between 1 and 3, and 2 and 
4 are absent, then one of the double connections in Fig. 2 is absent as well. 
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Proof. The proof involves the computation of 
P,(exp( - f!12Lf - B,Lt) 1 Li = 1, L: = m), 
This computation is quite cumbersome. We refer the reader to Eisenbaum and Kaspi 
(1995) for some of the details. 
First, recall that 
P,(exp( - OIL: - 8& - e& - O&); T1 < i) 
= P,(exp( - 02Lc, - f&L:, - l&L;,); T, < co) 
x P,(exp( - f3,Li - e& - fl& - t&L,“)). 
Thus, 
P,(exp( - d2Lf - t13Li - O,L,“)I L: = 1) 
= PJexp( - l&L+, - &L;, - &L4,,)I Tl < i) 
x P,(exp( - OzLE - 03L: - tl,L%)I Lt = 1). (2.1) 
We shall deal with the two terms in the above product separately. As for the first, 
P,(exp( - &L$, - &Lj, - &L4T, 1 I Tl < 0 
+ P,(ev( - MS, - &L4,,); T, ==c T,) 
x P3(exp( - bLzT, - f%L;t - ‘L&J; 7-1 < 0) 
and 
P,(exp( - &L2TI - &L;, - 8&J; TI < i) 
=PJl 1 :r, -H, < T, (I,} /7, > S} 
SEC 
x exp( - t&L,2 - t&L,3 - %4L,4 - 82L$1 0 0, - 04L+I 0 Q,), 
where G is the set of left endpoints of the intervals contiguous to {t: X, = 3}, and (0,) 
are the usual shift operators on the sample space. Using the key formulas of excursion 
theory (see Revuz and Yor, 1991), this expression is equal to 
m 
P, 
s 
LL: +exp( - BzL,2 - d2L5 - O,Lt) 
0 
x *P3(exp( - &L$, - bL4,J; TI < TdL:, 
where for i = 1,2,3,4, *Pi is the excursion law from {i}. This after a time change using 
r: = inf(s: L,3 > t} is equal to 
s 
‘% 
P3 
0 
l:,:,,,.:: =O1e-“‘Sexp( - dzL$ - 8,L$) *P3(exp( - tlzL$, - O,L4,,); 
T1 < T3)ds. 
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Recalling that on the time scale of rl, the excursions from 3 form a Poisson point 
process with rate *P3. Thus last expression is equal to 
s 
cc 
ee”3”*P3(exp( - 82L$l - fl,L$,); T1 < T3) 
0 
x exp( - s *P3/(1 - exp( - 8,L$3 - 04L$J)1(T, < T,J))ds. 
It thus follows that 
PJexp( - &L2T, - 03L;, - ~,&)I TI < i) = M2,04) + 
w2,e4) 
1 + e3lCw2, edl’ 
(2.2) 
where 
-4e2,e4) = 
P&W - e2G, - ~,L”,,); T3 > T,) 
P,(TI < 0 
9 
P&xp( - e2G, - e4G3); T3 < T,) *P3(exp( - e2G, - e,G,); I,,, < T,l) 
PATI < i)*p3(1 - exp( - e,L:, - e4L4T3)iiT, < ,}) 
c(e2, 0,) = *pV - exp( - e,+ - e4L4Tj)iiTI < T,i). 
To compute the second term in (2.1), set 
~i(ii,,02.e3,((b)=Pi(exp( -$lOjL:)) i-1,2,3,4. 
Then the following set of equations holds: 
(2.3) 
v2 = 1 + i2,12 { q2% + p2(P3 + r2)) 
(P3 = 1 + ;3,13 1 cl3(P2 + P3(P4 + 133 > 
(P4 = 1 + iaii4 1~4v1 + q4v3 + 14)) 
where for i = 1, . . . ,4, Ai is the parameter of the exponential sojourn times of x at 
point i. By redefining 0: = Bi/Ai we may, and will, abuse the notation and take 
li, i = 1,2,3,4 all equal to 1. From the above set of four equations, we extract the 
following system in (cpi, p3): 
cu + e,)u + e,)u + 0,) - Plq2u + 0,) - qlP4u + e2)icpl 
- CP~P~(I + 0,) + hq4)u + e2h3 = dl + e2)u + 0,) + plr2u + 0,) 
+ qlr4(1 + 0,). 
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- cq3q2u + 04) +P3P4u + WlcpI + C(1 + f33Nl + ~4)(1 + 02) - q3p2(1 + 04) 
- P3q4c1 + e2)l(P3 = y3(1 + fl,)(l + 04) + q3y2(1 + 04) + P3r4(1 + 02). 
To abbreviate the notation set: 
a(~29 04) = (1 + f32)U + 04) - Plcl2(1 + 04) - qiP4u + 021, 
b(~29~4) = (1 + e2w + 04) - cl3P2(1 + d4) - P3q4u + 021, 
a’V2,~4) = P3P4U + 02) + q3q2u + 04L 
b’v32, Q4) = q1q4u + 02) + PlP2U + ~41, 
d~2,~4) = r1(1 + f32M + 04) + Plr2(l + 04) + qly4U + ~21, 
Lw2>~4) = 7-30 + ~2)(1 + 04) + 43y2u + 041 + P3r4(1 + ~21, 
The above set of equations becomes 
ce,(l + @,)(I + 0,) + 4e2, e4~h - bv,, e4h3 = de2, 8,) 
- av2, e4h1 + [e,(l + e,)u + 0,) + w2, e,)icp, = b(e,, 0,). 
Solving for cpl we obtain 
de2, e4m3u + e,)(l + 0,) + b(e2, e,)i + m2, e4)bv2, 0,) 
= 4e2, e,)[e,(i + 0,) (1 + 0,) + w2, e,)i - ee,, e4)we2, 0,) 
1 
’ 1 + e,irA(e,, e3, e4r 
where we have set 
4e2, e3, 0,) = 
4e2, e4w3u + e,)(i + 0,) + w2, e,)i - 4e2, e4)bv2, 0,) 
(1 + e,)(l + e4w3u + e,)u + 0,) + w2, e,)i . 
Summing the above it thus follows that 
1 
cpl(k e2, e3, e4) = 9(e2, e3, 0,). 1 + e,,CA(e,, e3, e4)l’ 
where 
de2, e3, 0,) = 
4e2, e,)ce,(l + e,)(l + 0,) + b(e2, @,)I + m2, e4)bv2, 0,) 
4e2, e4w3u + e,)u + 0,) + w2, e,)i - w2, e4)bv2, e,)’ 
Now, by its definition 
(pl(el, e2, e3, e,) = &(exp( - OIL; - e2L; - e3L: - e,L,4)) 
s 
CC 
z E,(exp( - e2Lf - B3L: - e,L;‘)IL$ = l)e-O1’P,(LIEdE), 
0 
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and we have shown above that 
(P1(%1> %2, %3, %4) = g(%,, %3, %,) 
X 
I 
=A(H2, H3, %,)exp( - /1(%2, e3, 04)I)e-“l’dl. 
0 
This implies that 
PI (Lt E dl) = A(0, 0,O) e _ ‘co.o,o)’ dl
where, as can be checked, g(O,O, 0) = 1, and therefore, 
E,(exp( - ezLf - e3L: - %,Lq) 1 Lt = 1) = s(%,, 83, %N%2,%3, %4) 
W&o, 0) 
x exp( - W&, &, H4) - 4O,O,W. 
In order to further condition on Lf we recall the definition of A(%2, e3, %,) above 
and note that 
4%2,%3, %4) - A(03 020) 
4&, $4) 
= (1 + %,)(l + %,) - n(oyo*o) - 
4b %4)b’h $4) 
(1 + %,)(l + %,)W%z, %A 
Set 
x(1 + bC(1 + %,i + %4)/~(%2~%4)1)' 
402 > &I a’(&, ~4)b’vb, %,I 
F(e2t 04) = (1 + %,)(l + %4) - n(020,0) - (1 + %,)(l + %4)b(%,,%4)' 
a'(%,, %4)b'(%2, %4) 
G(%27 %,) = (1 + %,)(l + %4)b(e2,e4)' 
b(%z> %4) 
y(%z, %,) = (1 + %,)(l + %,)’ 
so that 
4%x,%3, %4) - J.(O,O,O) = Q%,>%,) + G(%z,%4) 1 - 
( 
1 
1 + %,lM%,,%,)l > ' 
and 
g(%*,%3, %4V(%*,%3,%4) 
a(%,,%,)[%,(1 + %,)(l + %4) +b(%,>%4)1 + B(%,,%,)Q%,,%,) = 
(1 + %,)(I + %4)t-%,(I + %z)(l + %4) + b(%z> %,)I 
d%2, %4) P(%,> %4)b'(%z> 84) 1 
= (1 + %,)(l + %4) + (1 + %,)(l + %4)b(%z,%4) 1 + %,/CY(%,, %,)I ' 
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Finally, we set 
a@2 >04) 
d(823 04) = (1 + &)(l + 0,)’ 
fi(e2, e4)b’(e2) e4) 
e(e2, e4) = (1 + e,)(i + e4)b(e2, e,)’ 
and obtain 
Er(exp( - e2L: - e& 
1 
= ~ 
W, 090) 
d(e2, e,) 
- e,L;) 1 L: = 1) 
e(e2, 0,) 
+ 1 + wY(e2, 0,) 1 
x exp - 1 qe2, e,) + G(e2, e,) i - 
i [ 
1 1 + me2, e4n I). 
Recall now that exp - Al{ 1 - l/(1 + O/p)} is the Laplace transform (with para- 
meter 0) of a Compound Poisson process at time I, with rate /z and jump distribution 
that is exponential with parameter p. Since (l/(1 + e//I))” is the Laplace transform of 
a Gamma law with parameters (fl, n), it follows that 
with 
HI, i, dm) = P e - 2 - /h f (Pm)” 4 (W (Al)n+l n! . n’q+(n+ l)!P 1 . n=O 
Applying this to our derivation we have 
El (exp( - 02L: - 6)& - 8,L;) 1 L; = 1) 
e - lF(h3@4) 
= nto o o) d(e2,~4)e+G(~~,~~) + 
s 
cce-“~m~~,~,,,,(m)dm 1 , > > 0 (2.4) 
with 
fL,e,,rcm) = Y(e2, e4)exp( - we2, 0,) - 4e2, 0,)) 
x : (de,, e4b4 
[ 
e(e2 
> 
e4) (w2, e4))n + d(e 
I 
e 
n! 27 4 
) we2, e,))n+l 
n=O II. 1 (n+l)! . 
Replacing now the two terms of the product in (2.1) by their more explicit expressions 
in (2.2) and (2.4) it follows that 
e - Wh, n41 m 
PJexp( - e2Lf - e& - e,L;) IL! = 1) = 
s 40,0,0) 0 
e - Oxrn dF(m), 
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where F” is a measure given by 
dF(m) = A(e2, 8Jd(Bz, 0,)e~‘G(Hz~H4)&,(m) 
+ B(Q2, d4)4&, ti4)C(&, o,)exp( - W%, 0,) - mC(&, e,))dm 
+ A(&, e,)ii,l,,4,,(~) dm + c(e2, e4)qe2, e,) e ~ C(H2,BJmdm 
i 
m 
X f&,, ~,,d Y) e C(H2, 4)y d ,
0 
where do is the Dirac point mass at 0. 
Therefore, for m > 0 
with (suppressing (0,, 0,) in the expressions for A, B, C, F, G) 
f(O,, 0,) = e-IF 
[ 
CBdee’G-“C + AflB,,8,,I(m) + BeeCm 
(Hl) translates to 
1 (2.5) 
f(k e,)f(O, 0) =f(k O)f(O, e,). (2.6) 
First, note that since we have assumed ;li = 1 for all i, 
c(e2, 0,) = *pV - exp( - e&, - e,G3) ltT3 < T,i) 
= 1 _ *p3(e - H2Lt, 1 
Jo, < TV < T,)) - *P3Wn4L+, lfT4< Ts < T,j) 
= 1 _ 43pz _ -t!L?!k = y(e2, 0,). 
i +e, i + e4 
Inserting this into (23, we thus obtain 
f(&, 6%) = y exp( - l(F + G) - ym) Bd + A f. @$ 
( 
ye 
+ B ~o~(~e+~d)], 
n . . n (2.7) 
Plugging this into (2.6), the exponential terms cancel. Considering the remaining terms 
in f(e,, 0,) as a function of m, we collect the constant terms in m on both sides of (2.6) 
and compare the coefficients of 1 in the resulting expression. This gives 
AyGd(Bz, e&lyGd(O, 0) = AyGd(ez, O)AyGd(O, e,). (2.8) 
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Next we consider the coefficient of m on both sides of (2.6) which are polynomials in 1. 
Comparing the coefficient of l3 in the resulting expression gives 
AyGd(&, &JAy2G2d(0, 0) + AyGd(0, O)&J~G~~(~~, 0,) 
= AyGd(e2, 0)Ay2G2d(0, 0,) + AyGd(0, 8&4y2G2d(82, 0). 
If AyGd(B2, 0,) is not identically 0, then (2.8) and 2.9) results in 
yG(O,O) + yG(&, 0,) = ~(30, 0,) + yG(&> O), 
which is equivalent to 
PlP2P3P4 = O> 
(2.9) 
91929394 = 0. 
This means that a total loop 1 + 2 -+ 3 -+ 4 + 1 or 1 -+ 4 + 3 -+ 2 -+ 1 is impossible. 
Since those points still communicate, one of the double connections in Fig. 2 is bound 
to be broken. 
If AyGd(e2, 0,) is identically 0, then either d(e2, 0,) = 0, which means that 
r1 = r2 = r4 = 0 and the process 2 dies at 3, or A(e2, (3,) = 0, or both are equal to 0. 
If d = 0 and A is not identically equal to 0, then the constant term in m (and 1) 
would give 
Ayev2, e4wye(o, 0) = &UL wwo, 0,) (2.10) 
and the equality of the coefficient of 1 in the expression for the coefficient of m would 
give 
&e(f12, e4)Ay2Ge(0, 0) + &e(O, 0My2Ge(&, 0,) 
= Aye@,, 0)Ay2Ge(0, 0,) + Aye(0, 04)Ay2Ge(82, 0). 
Since e in this case is not identically equal to 0, we will reach the same conclusion as 
above. If d # 0, then A is equal to 0, and therefore B is different from 0. Arguing 
as above, only this time with the second sum in (2.7) will lead to the same 
conclusion. 0 
Step 2 
Proposition 2.2. Assume (H2), then 
*P2(T1 < T2, T3 < T2, T2 < T4) = 0. 
The proof is composed of two parts. 
Part (A). Suppose that P,(LF = 0) > 0. Then it follows from (H2) that given L: and 
L:, L: and L: are independent. In particular, given that L: = 0, L; and Li are 
conditionally independent given Lf’. If the points { 1,2,3} still communicate given that 
Lt = 0, then by Eisenbaum and Kaspi (1993) there is no direct path between 1 and 
3 that does not pass through 2, which implies *P2(T1 < T2, T3 < T2, T2 < T4) = 0. 
Part (B). Suppose that P,(LF = 0) = 0. Then P,,(L; = 0) = 0 implies that either p is 
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concentrated at 4 or that the process 8 dies at 4 as. Suppose that *P2(T1 < T2, 
T3 < T2, T2 < T4) > 0. We shall reach a contradiction in two stages. First, we shall 
show that (H2) together with the above, imply that p is concentrated at 4 and further 
that r = (0, 0, 0, r4). Having established that, we shall reach the desired contradiction. 
In both stages we shall condition on Lt being very small. Suppose that p4 = 1 and 
r # (0, 0, 0, YJ. Then 
P,,(exp( - OIL: - l&L: - 0,Li)l Lt = u) 
= P4(exp( - OIL: - 02Lf - 6,L:)j Le = u). 
Using the key formula of excursion theory (Revuz 
*P4(exp( - 8,Li - e2L: - @,L:)l T, = co) 
x exp( - u*P4(1 - exp( - B1Lk4 - d2Lcd - 
and Yor, 1991), this is equal to 
&L;,)l{T, <,I). (2.11) 
The exponent corresponds to a compound Poisson process of returning excursions 
to 4, that visit one or more of the points {1,2,3} and is thus of rate *P4 
(T, A T2 A T3 < T4 < co) < co. Thus, with probability exp( - u*p(T1 A T, A T3 < 
T4 < co)) = 1 - O(u) as u + 0, no such excursions exist and their contribution to 
either Lt, Lt or L: is equal to 0. Hence for u small enough 
P,(exp( - B,Lt - 02Lt - &Lf)l LF = u) 
= *P4(exp( - OIL: - 6,L: - &L:)l T, = co) + O(u). 
L,f is a sum of two independent random variables Y 1 and Y2. Y i is the contribution to 
Li from the last excursion from 4, and Y2 is the contribution to Lg of the returning 
excursions to 4. We have seen that with probability 1 - O(u), Y2 is equal to 0. Yi is 
equal to 0 with probability *P4(Tz = ccjl T, = co), and with the complementary 
probability it is exponentially distributed. By our assumptions, since at least one of the 
situations depicted in Fig. 3 occurs, *P4(T2 < co 1 T4 = co) > 0. An elementary com- 
putation, using the above representation of Lf, will lead to the following: 
P,(exp( - 8,Lt - tl,Lf)l L: = 1, L,4 = u) 
= *P4(exp( - GILi - &L,“)I Lf = I, T, = co) + O(u) 
Fig. 3. 
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as u + 0, and all 1 > 0. (H2) will, therefore, hold only if 
*P4(exp( - BiLt - &L:)IL~ = 1, T, = co) 
= *P4(e _ “I~:/ Lf = 1, T, = m)*P4(e ~ n~LfI Li = 1, T, = ~0). (2.12) 
However, under *P4(. ) T, = co), the process X( = X,) is Markovian, the points 
(1,2,3) communicate and each of the possibilities in Fig. 3 contradicts (2.12) by the 
linear Markov property of local time in Eisenbaum and Kaspi (1993). Thus, 
r = (0, 0, 0, y4). The same contradiction will be reached if we assume r = (0, 0, 0, y4) 
and p # p4. It follows that we only need to treat the case where X is born and dies 
at 4. 
To exclude now the situations in Fig. 3, condition again on Lt = u with u small and 
on L: = 1. It can be easily verified that the compound Poisson process of returning 
excursions to 4, is, with probability 1 - O(u) as u + 0, composed of only one such 
excursion governed by the law *P4( 1 T4 < co). (H2) will hold only if 
*P4(exp( - oILi - Q,L:)l L? = 1, T4 < co) 
zzz *P4(e pnlLfl Lt = 1, T4 < co)*P4(e -83L:‘ILt = 1, T4 < co). (2.13) 
However, under *P4(. 1 T, < co), 8 is Markovian, the points { 1,2,3} communicate, 
and (2.13) together with any of the situations depicted in Fig. 3 will lead to a contra- 
diction to the linear case in Eisenbaum and Kaspi (1993). 0 
Symmetrically, we also have the following. 
Proposition 2.3. Assume (Hl) then 
*P3(T2 < T,, T4 < T3, T, < T,) = 0. 
Since we assume here that all four points lie on the same edge, both (Hl) and 
(H2) hold. By propositions (2.1) and (2.3) all the possible connections of Fig. 3 are 
not allowed, as do the symmetric cases with 1 taking the role of 4 and 3 the role 
of 2. 
There are still two ways to have diagonal connections between the four points, as 
shown in Fig. 4, and two additional cases obtained by rotation of those two cases. 
Those two cases will be excluded by a direct computation of the form performed in 
Step 1. We shall give the details of Case 1 only. 
We continue to assume that /zi, i = 1, . . . ,4, the parameters of the exponentially 
distributed sojourn of 8 at state i, are all equal to 1, and let the transition probabilities 
be as shown in Fig. 4. 
To compute PI (exp( - f3*Lf - 8,L:); L: E dm, death at 11 L: = I), we note, that 
given L: = 1, there are two types of excursions from 1. One is 1 -+ 2 + 1, and the other 
1 + 2 + 4 tf 3 --) 1. Since the excursions form a Poisson point process, those two types 
form independent Poisson processes. The contribution of the first type excursions to 
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1 2 
4 x 3 
Case 1 Case 2 
Fig. 4. 
the above expression is equal to 
The contribution of each excursion of the second type is equal to 
12 13 co m”-’ 
1 + O* 1 + 64 
.------(1 -k).~IK1(neem 
n-l 
dm 
that is each such excursion stays at 2 an exponentially (1) distributed time, then stays 
at 4 an exponentially (1) distributed time. Then it bounces between 4 and 3, staying at 
each an exponentially (1) distributed time. The above sum is equal to 
u3 
dm (1 + &)(l + O,)(’ - P3)e- 41 ~ Pl/(l + 6)) 
1213 (1 
= dm(l + /&)(l + e‘J(l - P3)eP - ,%)m emP, (1 - Ml + 0,)) 
Convoluting this expression with respect to m, n times we obtain 
(U3) 
dm(i + e,yyi + e,) 
(1 _ p3)nm”- 1 e -m(l pPd,- mP3(l -l/Cl + 0,)) 
(n - l)! 
Thus, the total contribution from the second-type excursion is 
> 
” 
((1 - p3W-' 
(n - l)! (1 - P3W 
Ml -Pd,- mp,(l - Ml + 04)) 
The last excursion from 1 will be the one that results in death, and will occur with 
probability rl upon leaving 1. Combining the above we obtain 
Pr(exp( - &Lf - 04Le); L: E dm, death at 11 Li = 1) 
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=dm r’ 
1 - PI1213 
e ~ P,l(l - Y,ll + H,) e ~ Ml - P,i(l + 84)) 
a; e-Pl’(pIl)n 1,13 
xc nr 
“((l 
n=1 . ( (1 + &)(l + 04) ) 
;“‘I;I”-’ (1 _ p3)* 
If we allow p to charge any of the four points and death to occur at points other than 
1, then rl will not appear in the expression and the rest will be convoluted with respect 
to m with the two additional terms 
(i) P,(exp( - (Y2L$ - Q,L”,,); L;, Edml T, < co), 
(ii) *P’(exp( - B,L) - 0,Lp); Lf Edm, T, = co). 
Convoluting with respect to m, the exponential terms remain unchanged and the 
powers series in z1 = l/(1 + 0,), z2 = l/( 1 + 0,) may have powers of the form z’iz;, 
n+1 n n+2 It 
Zl 223 Zl 
n n+1 n n+2 n+l n+1 
z2, ZlZ2 3 ZlZ2 > Zl z2 ) II = 1,2, . . . Conditioning now on Li = m 
and writing the independence equality that corresponds to (H2) the exponents will 
cancel, but the product of the sum will include powers of z~z;+~, k = 0, 1, . . which 
when compared with the expressions obtained above for the Laplace transform of the 
joint distribution leads to the desired contradiction. 0 
Step 3 
Proposition 2.4. The restriction of X to any edge of the graph is continuous, except 
possibly for jumps from one of its two endpoints (vertices) to the other. 
Proof. We consider an edge [a, b] and suppose that the restriction of X to [a, b] may 
have a jump from one interior point in [a, b] to another. This implies that there exist 
three points 1,2,3 inside [a, b] such that 2 lies between 1 and 3 and X, restricted to 
[a, b] can go directly from 1 to 3 over 2. Considering the restriction of X to {a, 1,2,3} 
we see that this jump will provide a diagonal connection from 1 to 3, a situation that 
has been excluded in Step 2. 0 
Considering again our four points 1,2,3 and 4 on the same edge, we have shown 
that the process 8 does not jump from 1 to 3 or from 2 to 4, and that, by Step 1, one of 
the double connections, either between the adjacent points, or between 1 and 4, is 
broken. Since (Hl), (H2) define a spherically symmetric property, the doubly broken 
connection is not necessarily between 1 and 4. Consequently, one cannot exclude the 
possibility that X restricted to an edge (a, b) may jump from a to b. There are two ways 
to exclude jumps from one vertex to another on the same edge. The first is to redefine 
the graph so that it is “adjusted to the motion”. If the process does jump from one 
vertex to another, then there will be a unique point CE(U, b) independent of the 
trajectories, that cuts it into two parts so that for X restricted to [a, b]: for all x E (a, c) 
and y~(c, b) 
P,(T, < Tb) = 0 P,(T, < T,) = 0. 
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Note that more than one such point cannot exist because then points between such 
cutoff points will not be reachable from either a or b. 
If we redefine the graph by cutting it at c and identifying a and b, if by cutting at 
c the graph becomes disconnected, it will be adjusted to the motion, and jumps 
between vertices as above will be thus excluded. The second way to avoid such jumps 
is to introduce hypothesis (iii) in Theorem (1.2) namely 
(iii) For every edge [a, b] of G, and x, y in [u, b] 
*PX(T, < T,,.,,) > 0. 
With this at hand, we are left with a process whose restriction to any given edge is 
continuous. 
Proposition 2.17. Under conditions (i)-(iii) of’ Theorem (1.2), X has continuous sample 
paths. 
Proof. First we show that X can jump only from one vertex to another. Let [a, b] be 
an edge, with vertices a and b, and suppose that the process can jump from a point 
inside (a, b) and visit a point d outside the edge. Then there is a point c E (a, b) that may 
be visited before the jump occurs. Consider the points {a, c, b, d}. Since X, restricted to 
[u, b] is continuous, X restricted to the above four points, cannot jump directly from 
d to either a or b, so that d has to be directly connected to c. But by proposition (2.3) 
the direct connection between d and c for X restricted to {a, c, b, d} is not allowed. 
Hence X may jump only from one vertex to another. Further, since the restriction of 
X to [a, b] is continuous, X cannot jump from a to b. Suppose there exist two distinct 
edges [ai, b,] and [u2, b,] such that X can jump from ul to u2. Since the graph is 
connected, there is a sequence of edges that connect a1 and u2. Denoting by d the 
vertex adjacent to a, on this path, and let c be a point inside the edge [al, d], consider 
the restriction of X to {ai, c, d, u2}. Given (VI, Ld), L’ and La2 are independent, but 
since X can jump from al to u2, it now follows from condition (iii) of Theorem 1.2 that 
it can make a loop starting from a, then visiting successively u2, d, c and a, again. 
Arguing as in Step 1, this is impossible. 
2.2. Tree property 
Suppose that G is not a tree, then there exist at least two distinct points a, and 
a2 connected by two distinct sequences of edges such that the intersection of those two 
paths is only {ui, u2}. Let d be the vertex adjacent to al on one of these sequences and 
let c be a point inside (ai, d). Given (L”‘, Ld), L’ and La2 must be independent. But the 
two sequences provide a loop around (a,, c, d, u2) and this, as we have seen in 
Proposition 2.1, is impossible. 
3. Birth and death points 
Having shown that our process has continuous sample paths, we shall show in this 
section that if under P,,, (Lt)x.G is a Markov process, then v is concentrated at a single 
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point and the process dies at a single point or at the limit infinity point of an infinite 
sequence of edges of the tree. 
Birth Point. Suppose first that the birth distribution v charges more than one point in 
the interior of a given edge [a, 61. Let { 1,2,3,4} be four points inside [a, b] ordered as 
in the previous section. We recall that /J is the birth distribution of 2, the restriction of 
X to { 1,2,3,4). Since we have shown that X is continuous and assumed that points 
communicate, the above four points can be chosen so that: p({ l}) > 0, ~(12)) > 0 and 
/1({4}) > 0. Thus P,(Li = 0) = 0 if and only if almost surely (P&f dies at i. Conse- 
quently, we cannot have both P,(Ll = 0) = PI1(L: = 0) = 0. Suppose therefore, and 
without loss of generality, that P,(L: = 0) > 0. Conditioning now on (I,: = 0), X lives 
on (2,3,4}, and it is still a homogeneous Markov process (obtained from 8 killed at 
the first entrance to 1, by an h-path transform with h(i) = Bi(T, = CG)). Further under 
the above condition the points {2,3,4) still communicate. This follows easily from the 
continuity of X, and the fact that originally all points of the graph communicate. This 
means that any path from 2 to 4 goes through 3, and further that Pz(T4 < T,) > 0, 
P3(T, < T,) > 0. Consequently, 
P,(Td < ilLi’ = 0) = P,(Td < i> T, = a) P,(Tb < TI)PC(TI = =o) 
Pz(T1 =‘m) = Pz(T1 = m) 
> 0. 
Similarly 
P2(& = 21Li = 0) = d2)Pz(T, = =) > o 
P,‘(Tl = a) ’ 
P,&=4/Li’=O)= d4)PdTl = a) > o, 
PJTI =x) 
Therefore, the birth distribution of X, under Pw(.l Ll = 0) charges both 2 and 4. But 
under P@(. IL: = 0), Lg and LF are independent given L:. This contradicts the 
Markov property of local times of Markov processes on discrete well ordered sets in 
Eisenbaum and Kaspi (1995) where we have shown that the birth distribution of 
8 cannot charge two points that are not adjacent. Thus, if the birth point is not 
concentrated at one point inside an edge, it may still charge two vertices or two points 
that belong to different edges of the graph. Since our graph is a tree, each pair of such 
points is connected by a unique path of the graph as is shown in Fig. 5. 
Suppose a and b are in the support of v. Since the process is transient either 
P,(Th = T;C) > 0 or P,(T, = SE) > 0. Assume without loss of generality that 
P,(T, = #x) > 0. Consider the points ((I~, u2, No) in Fig. 5. Since P,(Th < TX) > 0. it 
follows that P,(T,, < TdI A To2 A T,J > 0, and thus P,(T,, A T,,l A T,, = x) > 0. 
This follows from the following set of inequalities: 
3 P,(Tt, < To, A Ta2 A T,)P,(T, = m) > 0. 
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Thus conditioning on LT’ = Ly = LF’ = 0 the points (a, u4, b) still communicate. The 
process X conditioned not to hit al, a2 or a3 is still a time homogeneous Markov 
process (obtained from the process killed at the first entrance to {ai, a2, u3) by an 
h-path transform with h(x) = P,(T,, A T,> A ToA = co)). Moreover, under the 
measure P,(. 1 Lt’ = LT’ = LF’ = 0), LT and LF are conditionally independent given L;I”. 
It thus follows as in Eisenbaum and Kaspi (1993) that the support of v cannot 
intersect both a and b, and has therefore to be concentrated at a single point. 
Death Point. If the death point distribution charges more than one point in the interior 
of an edge, then a contradiction will be reached, as in the analogous case for the birth 
point. Hence, we know that for a given edge, the death distribution charges at most 
one point inside an edge, and possibly the two vertices. For each pair of such points, 
we can obtain a contradiction in a manner similar to the one we had for the birth 
point. Similarly, and with the same arguments, we can show that the death distribu- 
tion cannot charge two different edges. The only case that this argument does not 
exclude is the possiblity for X to die at more than one site where at least one of them is 
the limit point of a branch composed of an infinite sequence of edges. Suppose that this 
is the case. Then we can find four points (1,2,3,4), three on the same edge and one 
(point 4) on an adjacent edge (see Fig. 6) such that (with the notation of Section 3) 
y1r4 > 0. This will occur if X restricted to the four points can die either at 1 (by 
choosing a path through 1 that would eventually lead to the first death site, or at 4 (by 
choosing a path through 4 that will eventually lead to the second death site). As to p, if 
v is concentrated at a point inside the edge containing 1,2,3, we may choose 1 to be 
the birth point and thus ,B = (pi, 0, 0,O). The same situation prevails if v is concen- 
trated at a point on an edge that is connected directly to 1. Otherwise, p = 
(0, 0, ,u3, /LJ. In either case, either A(e2, 0,) = 0 or B(B,, 0,) = 0 (A, B defined in (2.3)). 
a1 
& a2 a4 __-__*Y 
a3 
Fig. 5. 
Fig. 6. 
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Assuming (Hl), and arguing as in Step 1 (only that now we know that q1 = p4 = 0) 
one can use again (2.6), (2.7) to show that either rl = 0 or r4 = 0 contradicting the 
above. 
Thus, the death point is either a unique point on the graph or the limit infinity point 
of a single, infinitely long, sequence of edges. 
4. Sufficiency 
We assume that we are given a Markov process with continuous trajectories 
taking values on a tree G. We assume further, that the process is born at a fixed 
point on the tree and dies at another point, or at the infinity point of an infinite 
path of the graph. We assume here that A is a connected, open relatively compact 
set in Rd. The same proof (only notationally more complicated) will hold for 
a general open and relatively compact set. The boundary of a bounded, connected 
open set A in Rd contains a finite number of points of the graph, bI, . . . , bk. For 
each j, bj lies on an edge, and arguing exactly as in the linear case, given Lrb,, the 
local time process on the intersection of the subtree that stems from bj with A” and the 
local times of the rest of the points of the graph are independent. Let II, . . . , 1, be 
points on Gn2ic and dr, . . ,d, points on GnA. What we need to show is the 
following. 
Proposition 4.1. Under the conditions of Theorem 1.2, ifX is continuous withfixed birth 
and death points, and G is a tree, then for positive 0j, j = 1, . . ,n, qj, j = 1, . . . , m: 
=P”(exP( -j$8jL?)lLi1. . .L>), P,(eXp( -il ?/jL:.)ILF’, . . . ,L>). 
Proof. We divide the points 1 1, . . . , 1, according to the subtrees to which they belong. 
Each such subtree contains one and only one of the points (b,, . . . , bk), either as an 
interior point of an edge or as a vertex. Assume without loss that the partition is 
A, = { 11, . , ln,} , . . , A, = { lEk I+ 1, . . . , ln} . If bil is the boundary point that belongs 
to the same subtree as AI, then given L$-, the local times (L;, . . . , Lk’) are condi- 
tionally independent of the local times {L$; j 3 nl}, {L;“; j = 1, . . , WI> and { L,b,; 
j # iI 1. Thus, 
P”(exp( - (e,L; + ... + f&L; + ‘1lL;” + ... + v,L%“))ILF’, . . . ,LP) 
= Py(exp - OILt’ + ... + C&L:, IL!‘, . . . ,L:) 
x P,(exp - (&l+,L:C+l + ‘.. + e,L; + ?ylL$ + ..’ + qmLp)IL;l, . ,LF”). 
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Repeating now the same argument with AZ, . . . , Ak, the last expression is equal to 
(4.1) 
where the last equality is obtained by repeating the arguments that led to (4.1) only 
this time backwards. 0 
Remark 4.2. Applying the above result to Walsh diffusions, it follows that the local 
time (L&E is a Markov process, provided the process has fixed birth and death 
points. 
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